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The Rude Warrior
Until five years ago, Mel Gibson was one of the best-loved and best-paid talents in Hollywood, not
to mention one of the town’s few real family men. How to explain the foulmouthed, violent bigotry
that has since burst into public view, making him an industry pariah, even as his 26-year marriage
imploded? With the help of Gibson’s friends—and his movies—Peter Biskind delves into the roots of
a star’s divided life.
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MAD MEL Jodie Foster and Danny Glover

describe Gibson as a warm and generous

colleague. But others say he has a Jekyll-and-

Hyde-like personality.

I have a bust of Abraham Lincoln in my office, and it’s not because of the greatness he did for

our country, but it’s because that whenever I look at it I have to remember an actor killed

him.

—Richard Donner, director of the Lethal Weapon films.
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Once upon a time, Mel Gibson could do no wrong. In 1985 he was People magazine’s first

“Sexiest Man Alive,” and in 2004 he landed at No. 1 on Forbes’s 100 Top Celebrities list and was

the highest paid as well. From 1989 to 2002 he starred in 10 movies that grossed at least $100

million each at the U.S. box office, propelling him into that select circle of superstars that

included the two Toms, Hanks and Cruise, as well as a handful of others such as Will Smith and

Jim Carrey. His salary rose proportionately, to $20 million plus, against a cut of first-dollar box-

office grosses—and all told his pictures have earned in excess of $2 billion worldwide.

In the 90s he made a graceful segue into directing without relinquishing his day job. In 1996, he

won Oscars for producing and directing Braveheart, in which he also starred. In 2004, when

every sane person in Hollywood told him he was crazy to make a film largely in Aramaic that

blamed the Crucifixion not only on ancient Jewry but on their descendants as well—that is, the

children of many of his Hollywood friends—he went ahead anyway, shrugging off charges of anti-

Semitism, and survived. More than survived. Since he produced The Passion of the Christ

himself, through his company, Icon Productions, the profits were all his, to the tune of roughly

$600 million. He was a rich man whom The Passion of the Christ made richer. He was also

ostensibly a happy man, comfortably ensconced in a 26-year marriage to Robyn Moore, whom

he had wedded when he was 24—one of Hollywood’s rare to nonexistent stable relationships.

Play “Mad Gibs” and create your own personalized abusive rant!

Then, one hot Los Angeles night in July 2006, Gibson, who has a history of drinking problems,

was stopped for going 80-plus in a 45-m.p.h. zone on the Pacific Coast Highway in Malibu. An

open bottle of tequila was found in the car; his blood-alcohol level exceeded the legal limit. When

arresting officer James Mee gave him not a script to read—an indulgence that is not uncommon

in those parts—but a citation instead, Gibson said out of nowhere, “Fucking Jews … the Jews are

responsible for all the wars in the world.” And then he added, “Are you a Jew?” Even those who

had withheld judgment when he released The Passion of the Christ cried “Aha!”

The reaction in Hollywood was swift. Sony head Amy Pascal, who had earlier refused to consider

him for a role in the studio’s remake of All the King’s Men, now suggested an industry boycott,

while Endeavor partner Ari Emanuel denounced Gibson in the Huffington Post, writing, “The
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entertainment industry cannot idly stand by and allow Mel Gibson to get away with such

tragically inflammatory statements. … Now we know the truth. And no amount of publicist-

approved contrition can paper it over.” Sidney Sheinberg, the former president of MCA, simply

called Gibson a “putz.”

And that was only Act One. Four years later, having separated from his wife, Gibson became

embroiled in a riveting, highly publicized battle with Oksana Grigorieva, a dark-haired, sloe-

eyed Russian beauty, with lips fixed in a permanent do-me pout. This new scandal was a gift

from, well, heaven for Gibson-bashers and voyeurs everywhere. She accused him of breaking

her front teeth with a blow that glanced off her jaw and grazed the chin of their infant daughter,

whom she was holding at the time. Even more damaging were audiotapes of Gibson roaring

imprecations at her while panting and grunting like an animal, which were leaked to

RadarOnline.com and released last July. Gibson is heard saying that Grigorieva deserved a “bat

to the side of the head,” that if he wanted he could plant her “in a … rose garden,” and that “I am

going to come and burn the fucking house down … but you will blow me first.” Castigating her for

wearing provocative clothing, he also said, “You look like a fucking bitch in heat, and if you get

raped by a pack of niggers, it will be your fault.” The blizzard of charges and countercharges that

have buffeted him ever since have made him a fixture on the gossip sites.

The firefight with Grigorieva fanned the flames of anti-Gibson sentiment that had been

smoldering in the Hollywood Hills since 2006. ABC dropped the Holocaust-themed mini-series

that Gibson was developing with the network (possibly as penance for his arrest remarks).

Leonardo DiCaprio withdrew from a film about Vikings that Gibson still intends to direct. In the

fall, it was announced with great fanfare that Gibson would do a comic cameo as a tattoo artist in

The Hangover Part II, but even this bone was snatched away when some members of the cast

and crew objected. (The part went to Liam Neeson.) Gibson does have two films in the can: The

Beaver, directed by Jodie Foster, about a businessman on the skids who resolves his midlife

crisis and wins his family back with the aid of a beaver hand puppet, and How I Spent My

Summer Vacation, a film shot in Mexico about a hardened criminal redeemed by a nine-year-

old boy. Foster’s film is scheduled to be released March 23; the other film is still being edited.

For many years, the length of Gibson’s marriage and the size of his brood (seven children) had

allowed him to fly the flag of family values. “There’s nothing more important than your family,”

he once said. “If you ruin that part of your life, what’s left? Work? Money? Screwing around? I

see a lot of people living like that who tell themselves they’re having a good time but if you look

under the surface you see lots of corpses masquerading as human beings.” Now that marriage is

over, and he has become one of those corpses. But as is often the case, when we look closer, the

story becomes more complicated than the lurid headlines suggest.

Interviews with many of his colleagues from various films reveal that, while Foster may have

sounded delusional last fall when she called Gibson “the most loved man in the film business,”

she wasn’t all that far off the mark. Hardly anyone has a bad word to say about him. Most



describe a boon companion and recount acts of surprising generosity on Gibson’s part. And yet

his friends and colleagues also describe someone with a Jekyll-and-Hyde personality that has

long been swept under the rug in Hollywood. According to one person who knows him, “He is

almost bipolar. He can be really, really charming, but he can turn on a dime, become explosive.”

Ranting on the tapes at Grigorieva he sounds dangerous, but at least one of his mates fears that

he is most dangerous to himself. (Facing a complicated legal battle with Grigorieva, Gibson

declined to be interviewed for this article on the advice of his lawyers.)

• The furor over The Passion of the Christ (Christopher Hitchens, March 2004)

• Gibson’s arrest-night tirade and charges of anti-Semitism (Michael Wolff, November 2006)

• Gibson lights up Lethal Weapon 2 (Stephen Schiff, July 1989)

• Gibson as superstar, pulling in $20 million a movie (Cathy Horyn, August 1997)

Known for His High Jinks

‘Some of my best friends are—” So goes the stock response to accusations of racism, sexism,

homophobia, xenophobia, and other -isms and -ias. In Gibson’s case, there is no shortage of

groups you could name to fill the blank. But the surprising thing is that, whatever demographic

we choose, the stock response seems to be true. Some of his best friends really are Jews, such as

his longtime publicist, Alan Nierob, and Richard Donner, who directed and/or produced six films

for him, including the Lethal Weapon series. Ditto the redoubtable producer Joel Silver (five

films). Likewise, some of his best friends are or were gay, such as his loyal agent, the late Ed

Limato. Then there’s Danny Glover, Gibson’s co-star in the Lethal Weapon series. “I love Mel,”

Glover says. “The camaraderie we had was really special. He creates a world, and he draws you

into it.” As for women, his former wife has stated that he never so much as laid a finger on her in

anger, and friends such as Whoopi Goldberg have sprung to his defense. Foster, who first worked

with Gibson when they co-starred in Maverick (1994), is articulate, even eloquent on the

subject. “I don’t have a lot of friends,” she says. “So it was unusual for me to have met somebody

and instantly said, ‘This is somebody I’m going to know for my whole life.’ Once a tree fell

outside my house in the middle of the night, which I didn’t notice. In the morning I ran out really

fast to get the paper and slammed into the tree. It was like getting hit by a crowbar. I was

stumbling around, blood pouring out of my head. And the phone rings. It was Mel. ‘How are

you?’ ‘I feel so stupid, but I ran into a tree.’ He literally came in 15 minutes with this big bag of

ointments and Tibetan blah-blah. He’s kind. He’s generous. That’s the guy I know.” She adds, “I

can’t say I’m proud of the way he’s handled everything, but I feel terrible for him, and for his

family, for his struggles.”

Filmmaking is no picnic, and according to colleagues Gibson is known for defusing explosive

situations on set with his high jinks—singing, making practical jokes, farting (he prefers
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simulation to the real thing, employing the venerable palm-under-your-armpit technique, in

case you were wondering), and so on. In the words of Rob Cohen, a producer on Bird on a Wire

(1990), “He was one of the funniest, most charming guys you’d want to meet. He has that class-

clown quality, where he’ll do crazy things, like sit up on the roof of the makeup trailer and throw

water balloons made of condoms at everybody walking into the stage door.”

“We were extraordinarily close,” says Richard Donner. “Mel was a family man. Ninety-nine

percent of the time he was home with his wife and kids. He was bright, extremely literate, with a

great sense of humor, the kind of guy you want to hang with, a good friend to have. He would

stand up for you at any time.” He stood up for Robert Downey Jr., whom Gibson has been

friends with since they worked together on Air America (1990), after Downey’s drug problems

and serial arrests had rendered him virtually unemployable. Said Downey in a 2009 interview,

“Mel Gibson cast me in Singing Detective”—the 2003 film that Gibson produced and took a

supporting part in—“even though an insurance company wouldn’t cover it, because it was my

first film after my release from behind bars.”

Cohen, who spent some time with Gibson in 1989 re-recording dialogue for Bird on a Wire in

Thailand while the actor was there shooting Air America, never thought of him as a man with

anger issues. “Quite the contrary,” Cohen says. “When we were in Bangkok, the traffic there

makes life almost impossible. For us to get to the stage each day from the hotel was an hour in

the car at the very least, to go maybe three-quarters of a mile. I’ve had many movie stars who

in a situation like that would start saying, ‘Motherfucker, I want a helicopter—I’m not sitting in

this traffic,’ but he never pulled a star turn.”

Gibson was also generous to colleagues. When he starred in The Patriot, Peter Winther was a co-

producer, with ambitions to direct. Gibson encouraged him. “He told me that when he directed

his first movie, The Man Without a Face [1993], he thought it suffered because he was so

insecure that he made sure that he was the smartest guy in the room,” Winther says. “And then

he was alone making the movie. When he did Braveheart, he made himself the stupidest guy in

the room [so he could draw on the talents of his collaborators]. He gave me permission to fuck

up. That frees you up.” In another act of generosity, after directing his pre-Columbian revenge

drama, Apocalypto, in 2006, Gibson tapped the film’s first assistant director, Adrian Grunberg,

to direct How I Spent My Summer Vacation. That kind of on-set promotion never happens:

first A.D. is traditionally not a stepping-stone to anything, but Gibson was willing to lend

Grunberg a hand.

None of the colleagues and associates I spoke to noticed any indications of anti-Semitism, racism,

gay-bashing, or spousal abuse. “I’ve never heard Mel say a bad word in regards to race or

religion,” says Donner. “And there were opportunities where I, who was born Jewish, was ready

to blow up at somebody [who’s also Jewish] and might have used some terrible [anti-Semitic]

expression. Mel’s always been in control of his passions and his emotions.” Winther seconds

Donner’s observation: “Granted, I’m a white, blond-haired blue-eyed man, but Dean Devlin”—



who co-produced The Patriot—“is a Filipino Jew from the Bronx, a total mutt. He and Mel

became fast friends. So I always defend him.” Adds Danny Glover, “I think I know Mel, in his

heart, and I think he’s not the way he’s been characterized. When I was doing work with the

United Nations Development Programme around the issue of poverty, he financially supported

the stuff that we did. He also supported a benefit my wife put together for an opera house in San

Francisco in the black community.”

Production designer Paul Sylbert, who won an Oscar for Heaven Can Wait, worked with Gibson

on Conspiracy Theory, released in 1997. Sylbert is a smart, cynical guy who has seen it all and is

not given to easy enthusiasms or the kind of hyperbole that is boilerplate in Hollywood. “I know

Dick Donner,” Sylbert says. “If Dick Donner thought he was working with a real anti-Semite, he

never would have had anything to do with Gibson. That’s serious stuff with him.”

By all accounts, Gibson’s drinking has not been an issue on set. “I don’t remember ever seeing

him drunk,” says Donner. Adds Cohen, he drank “socially, but not heavily. He never was

inebriated in my presence.” Actor Marshall Bell, who appeared with Gibson in Air America, says,

“I didn’t detect any kind of major drink issues. People were just sitting around having a beer. He

drank like everybody else did.”

“There’s nothing much of interest here,” Sylbert continues. “What is of interest is that he could

go through that many years in the business and the people working with him were unable to see

any of these things that occurred later. That’s interesting.”

Indeed, if nothing else, Gibson has until recently proved adept at concealing his dark side. As

Ron Nyswaner, who wrote the script for Mrs. Soffel, Gibson’s 1984 film directed by Gillian

Armstrong, puts it, “Addicts are very good at hiding their addictions.” According to Kim Winther,

first assistant director on The Patriot and We Were Soldiers and an admirer of Gibson’s, “He

deflects. He never talked about his personal life, always talked about everybody else.” But every

once in a while something would leak out. Even Donner once admitted, “There’s a lot of anger

and hostility under Mel’s surface.” Gibson himself confessed in a 1993 interview, “I’ve got a bad

temper,” which, as is often the case, may be exacerbated by drinking. A week before auditioning

for Mad Max (1979), his second lead role, he wound up in a fight at a party that left him with a

broken jaw. The lesson he appeared to draw from the incident was not that he should avoid

fights in the future, but rather, in his words, “If anybody even looks at me sideways, I’m

cracking first. Just devastate him—and don’t get him once, get him a few times. Make sure he

can’t get up and do anything to me.”

Or at least that was his public posture. In private, he has been remorseful. “He told me that

when he drank this whole other character came out, and it was very self-destructive,” Dean

Devlin recalls. “He said, ‘It’s not like I won those fights. I lost every one of them.’ It was behavior

that he was not proud of. He confessed that there were these demons that he always fought, and

he was doing everything he could to redeem himself.”



In 1983, Gibson was shooting Mrs. Soffel on location in Toronto. He was young, feeling his oats,

enjoying the first flush of real stardom. Drunk one night, he got into a car, ran a light, hit another

car, and was banned from driving in Ontario for three months. Later that year, while shooting

The Bounty, co-star Anthony Hopkins reportedly took issue with Gibson’s boozing. “I was

wacko,” Gibson later confessed. “We were out there in the trees, in the middle of a volcano, in

the middle of French Polynesia, with bad food and an endless supply of alcohol. … We’d get

smashed and go on the Club Med stage and pull down our pants.”

Like many, maybe even most alcoholics, Gibson has spent his life going on and off the wagon.

Donner recalls that while shooting Lethal Weapon 2, in 1989, “Mel came to me and he said, ‘I’m

going to leave early this afternoon—is it O.K.?’ I said, ‘Sure.’ He said, ‘I’m going to an A.A.

meeting.’ I said, ‘Why are you going to an A.A. meeting? You’re not an alcoholic.’ He said, ‘Yes I

am. I sometimes used to drink a six-pack of beer before I got to work.’ ” Donner adds, “I had no

idea. So obviously he was having a problem.” In 1991, on a visit to Modesto, California, to buy

cattle for his ranch in Australia, he ended up in a bar drinking with two waitresses and a student

named Wendy Lee Kain. She took snapshots that made their way into the papers, showing

Gibson canoodling with the girls. One source reports seeing him at a party in the late 80s or

early 90s where he spent the entire night at the bar knocking back one drink after another.

Before he departed, the source says, Gibson stuck his tongue into her mouth, although for male

stars this kind of behavior is hardly unusual. But he was back on the wagon in 1999 while

shooting The Patriot in South Carolina, where, according to Devlin, the first thing Gibson did

when he arrived on location was start an A.A. chapter, as well as—ironically, given Grigorieva’s

later accusations—a shelter for battered women, since the local community had neither.

“My Life Is Over”

At the time of his July 2006 arrest for driving under the influence, he had just come back from

shooting Apocalypto in Mexico, where he’d apparently started drinking again. According to one

source, his first reaction when he was pulled over (before going off on the Jews), never reported

in the press, was “My life is over. I’m fucked. Robyn’s going to leave me.” The couple’s daughter

Hannah was getting married that September, and Robyn had reportedly given him an

ultimatum, something like “Don’t do anything to embarrass us before this wedding. I don’t want

you in trouble, otherwise it’s over.”

According to a friend who knows Gibson well, she had already left him. He had told her he was

going to be on location in the jungle near Veracruz for two months, but he ended up being away

for nine. It was a tough shoot under primitive conditions with many non-actors speaking Mayan

with English inflections. Toward the end he reportedly fell off the wagon again. “Everybody knew

that he hadn’t been drinking in a really long time, so there was gossip about it,” says Stacy

Perskie, the second assistant director on the film. According to Adrian Grunberg, “There were

crew dinners. People were saying, ‘I know that wasn’t water he was drinking, it was vodka.’ It

came from a number of people, and there was no reason to doubt it.”



When Gibson returned to Los Angeles, according to his friend, his house was empty: Robyn had

moved out with the children. “It is my belief,” explains the friend, that the night of Gibson’s

arrest “he felt that he had just absolutely failed as a human being. Mel was trying to invite death

by cop. I don’t think this was about being anti-Semitic. I think he was trying to rile that guy into

pulling out a gun and shooting him. Before he left the restaurant that night”—he had been dining

at Moonshadows Malibu, on the Pacific Coast Highway—“he went to every single table and said

good-bye. Why would you say good-bye to every table unless you think you’re never going to

see them again? I believe that what was going on that night was a farewell.”

That is pure speculation, but it’s not as far-fetched as it may sound in light of Richard Donner’s

gloss on Gibson’s character in Lethal Weapon, Martin Riggs, who in one scene sticks the barrel of

his gun in his mouth and contemplates pulling the trigger. “Riggs was a guy that had very little

respect for life, much less his own,” the director says. “Actually, he was suicidal. Mel just fit the

mode perfectly. He knew the character, got the character.” In fact, Gibson once confessed to the

press that, in his mid-30s (he was 30 when he made Lethal Weapon), “I got to a very desperate

place. Very desperate. Kind of jump-out-of-a-window kind of desperate.” According to Devlin,

“If the sentiments Mel expressed [the night of his arrest] were ones that he actually felt, I don’t

know why the very next day he called and apologized to me, and my wife, and then everyone

else he could. I heard how much he was hurting in his voice. I just don’t think that’s how he

feels.”

Gibson’s new relationship seemed to lift his spirits only momentarily. Adrian Grunberg and his

business partner, Stacy Perskie, had an opportunity to observe Gibson and Grigorieva together

in 2009 when they produced music videos for her that he directed. “Oksana never rubbed me

the right way,” recalls Grunberg. “I didn’t know what he saw in her. I didn’t think she was that

bright. I didn’t think she was that good-looking either.” But, adds Perskie, “Mel was very

passionate about these music videos because he wanted everyone in the world to know how

talented he thought she was. He was so in love with her. They would hug and kiss.” A year later,

however, when Gibson was shooting How I Spent My Summer Vacation in Veracruz,

Grigorieva never visited him, and, according to Perskie, “it seemed like he was having a hard

time in his personal life. If you asked him [what was bothering him], he’d say, ‘Oh, stuff at

home.’ He was quiet, depressed.”

If Gibson has largely succeeded in keeping his anger under wraps on movie sets, all too often it

surfaced in interviews. It wasn’t only what he said but how he said it, the violence of his

invective. He never just muttered, “I don’t like so-and-so,” or even “I hate so-and-so.” Once he

got going, he quickly wandered into the valley of evisceration, dismemberment, and death. In

2003 he famously denounced New York Times columnist Frank Rich for scolding him about The

Passion of the Christ, saying, “I want to kill him. I want his intestines on a stick. … I want to kill

his dog.” Speaking about one of his unauthorized biographers, he once said, “I have to pray for

the guy who did it so I don’t kill him. Because the motherfucker hasn’t got any balls. He’s a pussy

and I hope I never meet him, because I’d tear his fucking face right off!”



Then there is his incendiary if casual indulgence in homophobic, sexist, and anti-Semitic slurs. In

1991 he made derisive remarks about homosexuals in the Spanish publication El País. Then he

made the situation worse. He later recalled, “The next day I was doing an interview on national

television and was asked, ‘So, are you going to apologize? You’ve offended the community.’ I

said, ‘I’m not apologizing to anyone. I’ll apologize when hell freezes over. They can fuck off.’ ”

In a recent interview with GQ, Winona Ryder recalled an unpleasant encounter with Gibson 15

years ago: “I was at one of those big Hollywood parties. And he was really drunk. I was with my

friend, who’s gay. [Gibson] made a really horrible gay joke. And somehow it came up that I was

Jewish. He said something about ‘oven dodgers.’ … I was like, ‘He’s anti-Semitic and he’s

homophobic.’ No one believed me!”

Feminists have fared no better. In 1984, Gibson told the press, “Feminist, for Christ’s sake. …

What does it mean? It’s a term invented by some woman who got jilted.” A decade later, he

threw out a wider net. “Men and women are … not equal,” he said. “I had a female business

partner once. Didn’t work. … She was a cunt.”

According to Devlin, “Mel will say anything to shock you. Whether he believes it or not. Nothing

makes him happier than seeing your jaw drop. It’s a very child-like thing. This is the actor in him

trying to get a response.” The implication is that Gibson doesn’t always believe what he’s saying,

but these same views find their way into his movies.

It’s always dangerous to read films biographically—they are, after all, fictions—but in Gibson’s

case the temptation is irresistible, because his offer such a rich lode. “Just look at his movies,”

Foster observes. “Who he is as a person, his most authentic stuff, comes out when he directs.

Those films are not broad romantic comedies. That’s not who he is. The Passion of the Christ,

Apocalypto, and so on are about people who have to go to the darkest place in order to have a

spiritual moment.”

Even Gibson’s big-budget genre blockbusters are revealing. For most of his career he was such a

bankable star that even when he didn’t direct and/or produce he was able to pick and choose his

roles, many of which were written for him. Gibson’s films reflect his views and in turn reflect on

them, enabling us to almost reverse-engineer his personality. Braveheart, for example, the story

of William Wallace’s 13th-century crusade to free Scotland from the British yoke, enraged

segments of the gay community with its portrayal of the King of England’s son as an effeminate

fop who ignores his wife in favor of a dalliance with a flouncing boy toy, whom Dad eventually

pushes out the window with evident relish—a scene played for laughs.

Many of Gibson’s movies are revenge narratives, red in tooth and claw, and he has never made a

secret of his affection for the genre. “I love a movie where everybody gets it—even the dog,” he

once said. Reluctant Gibson heroes, most often husbands or fathers who ostensibly prefer to

tend their own gardens, are provoked to acts of violence when their wives, sons, or daughters



meet grisly deaths at the hands of the bad guys. Each plot creates a situation in which vengeance

is virtually demanded, no apology necessary. James Bond needed a license to kill—not the

characters Gibson plays. They don’t even need a learner’s permit. All they want is an excuse to

kill, and the excuses abound. In Braveheart, the British slit the throat of Wallace’s wife (which

has some basis in fact, or at least legend). In The Patriot, the British (again) kill two of the

Gibson character’s sons and burn down his house. Peter Winther thinks Gibson warmed to the

role of the Indian fighter turned farmer turned militia leader in The Patriot because “that whole

character was about trying to keep the violence within himself.” (By the way, he fails.)

Nor is it an accident that for the most part women in Gibson’s films exist to bear children,

endure danger, or die, thereby motivating him to revenge their deaths. To use just one example,

in Apocalypto—which Gibson directed but did not appear in—the pregnant wife of the aggrieved

hero, Jaguar Paw, spends the entire picture at the bottom of a pit waiting for him to rescue her.

“His Blood Be on Us”

As far as Jews are concerned, the situation is more complicated, and here The Passion of the

Christ, his one-from-the-heart project released in 2004, plays a key role. According to Devlin,

Gibson told him, “If you just read the story about what took place during those 12 hours of

Christ’s Passion, it was the most horrific 12 hours that could ever happen to a human being.”

Devlin recalls, “Mel was fixated on the methodology of how to make an audience feel that kind of

torture. It wasn’t about ‘I want to accuse Jews of killing Jesus.’ He didn’t think he was making

something controversial. The reaction really threw him. He was not at all prepared for that.”

Talk about wandering into a minefield blindfolded! If that’s true, Gibson is preternaturally naïve,

often behaving, what with his practical jokes and delight in shocking, little better than an

arrested adolescent, breathtakingly ignorant of the world around him, which in 2004 was ablaze

with religious hatred. (Curiously, this magazine had reported in 1989 that Gibson clowned

around on the set of Lethal Weapon 2 wearing coffee filters as yarmulkes and “bellowing

stentorian renditions of ‘Edelweiss.’ ”)

Gibson succeeded all too well in his goal of dramatizing Jesus’s “horrific 12 hours”—he turned the

Gospel story into an arterial-spray film that would flatter the master of that sanguinary

Japanese genre, Takashi Miike. Jesus is spat on, mocked, whipped, beaten, and whipped again.

When the soldiers finally drag his body away, they leave behind a veritable Jackson Pollock of

blood on the cobblestones. Where is Dexter when you need him?

But is The Passion of the Christ anti-Semitic? It’s clearly steeped in the extremely traditional,

even medieval brand of Catholicism practiced by Gibson’s father, Hutton, a right-wing Catholic

dissident. One clue to the son’s intentions with his film is that he shot, and then reluctantly

dropped, a scene in which someone says, referring to Jesus, “His blood be on us, and on our

children,” after the film’s editor advised against including it. (This charming thought follows the

Gospel of Matthew.) The unflattering portrayal of Jewish characters in the film—snarling priests

with flashing teeth and eyes aglow with bloodlust, not to mention the mob crowing for Jesus’s



death—does reflect the accounts of these events as inscribed in the Gospels, wherein the Jews,

their descendants, their friends, and drive-by acquaintances (I’m exaggerating, but only slightly)

are blamed for the Crucifixion. The historical accuracy of the Gospels on this question is a matter

of debate. Elaine Pagels, professor of religion at Princeton University and author of The Gnostic

Gospels, argues that Jesus’s followers, persecuted by the Romans in the wake of a Jewish

rebellion 20 to 30 years after Jesus’s death, had good reason to placate their oppressors and

blame the Crucifixion on the Jews. But if you take the Gospels literally, as Gibson says he does,

then the Jews killed Christ, and the picture is ipso facto anti-Semitic.

To no one’s surprise but Gibson’s, The Passion of the Christ attracted the attention of the ever

vigilant Anti-Defamation League, whereupon the director wrapped himself in the mantle of

Christ himself: “I’m subjected to religious persecution, persecution as an artist, persecution as an

American, persecution as a man I forgive them all. But enough is enough. They’re trying to make

me some cult wacko. All I do is go and pray.” Well, that’s not quite all he did; he did find a

moment to lash out at “modern secular Judaism,” which, he said, “wants to blame the Holocaust

on the Catholic Church. And it’s a lie.” (The ADL has published a surprisingly mild account of

Christian complicity in the Holocaust, which finds “lapses of vision and termination” among all

Christian denominations.)

Still, recounts Devlin, “when the film was finished, one of the first things he did was call me and

say, ‘Dean, I know you’re super-sensitive to things that you perceive are anti-Semitic,’ because

I’m always railing to him about this or that being anti-Semitic. ‘Watch it and give me notes.’ Mel

was actively trying to get people to tell him if things offended them. What he didn’t like was

people censoring him. That riled him.” Devlin, for his part, does not think the film is anti-Semitic.

The truth is, nobody really seems to know what makes Gibson tick. But all roads lead back to

Hutton Gibson. Donner observes, “Mel is a product of his father. We love our parents, they can

do no wrong, and if they teach us lies, it begets a tremendous conflict in our lives. If you delve

into that, you’ll learn a lot of things about him.” According to one source, Gibson and his father

“both remember every single thing they ever read. Verbatim. The problem with that is that you

don’t really have a filter, over what’s credible and what isn’t credible.”

Catholic Traditionalism, in which Hutton is a fervent believer, arose as a conservative response

to the Vatican II modernization of Catholic dogma, in the early 1960s. Along with abolishing the

Latin Mass and fish on Fridays, the Second Vatican Council let the Jews off the hook for the

Crucifixion, albeit several centuries too late. Anti-Semitism is therefore inherent in Traditionalist

theology, and Hutton doesn’t disappoint. Vatican II, he told a New York Times reporter in 2003,

was “a Masonic plot backed by the Jews.” (One of Hutton’s many books is entitled Is the Pope

Catholic?) While not, strictly speaking, a Holocaust denier, he is next door to it—a Holocaust

minimizer.

Hutton was a railway brakeman who in 1968 uprooted his wife and 10 children from Peekskill,

New York, where Mel was born, and moved to New South Wales, Australia. Mel was 12. Hutton



New York, where Mel was born, and moved to New South Wales, Australia. Mel was 12. Hutton

has said he did so because he didn’t want his boys drafted into the Vietnam War.

Again, Gibson’s complicated relationship with his father haunts his films. In Ransom (1996) he

plays a dad revenging himself on his son’s kidnapper. In Edge of Darkness (2010), he’s a dad

avenging his daughter’s death. In Conspiracy Theory (1997), his character helps Julia Roberts’s

avenge her dad’s death. Early in Apocalypto, the bad guys slit the throat of Jaguar Paw’s father,

right in front of him. In the course of his protracted escape, which occupies the second half of the

film, Jaguar Paw gradually becomes his father, so much so that near the end he delivers a speech

identical to the one his father made at the beginning of the picture, asserting his tribe’s ancestral

right to their patch of the jungle.

In 1990, Gibson paused his Lethal Weapons et al. to play Hamlet for Italian director Franco

Zeffirelli, a choice that was surprising but makes sense when you remember that Hamlet is a

revenge tragedy in which a son is trying to retaliate for his father’s murder. The play is in no

small part a meditation on a son’s obligations to his father, an issue which became a particular

preoccupation of Gibson’s during the making and release of The Passion of the Christ, when he

was pressured to distance himself from Hutton’s views on the Holocaust. He famously told Diane

Sawyer, when she quoted his father saying that the Holocaust was “maybe not all fiction—but

most of it is,” to “leave it alone.” He explained, “I don’t want to be dissing my father.”

“Mel loves his father very, very much,” one source explains. “He also has insanely deep religious

beliefs, which prevent him from disavowing his father. [In interviews] Mel was trying to balance

distancing himself and not distancing himself. I think he got caught in a trap where he couldn’t

get out. I don’t think he handled it well, but he was also in a position where anything he said was

either going to hurt him publicly or hurt him personally. Or spiritually.”

Hutton’s continuing influence over his son is pervasive. Gibson has used his movie money to

build his own church in Malibu, which practices his father’s Catholic Traditionalism, with a Mass

in Latin and, yes, meatless Fridays; women must also cover their heads in church. While Mel

may not have shown any symptoms of anti-Semitism to Donner during their lengthy

collaboration—although they haven’t worked together since before The Passion of the Christ

—it’s at least likely that tangling with the ADL and others over the film might have awakened

any latent dislike of Jews snoozing in his DNA. Richard Konigsberg, longtime assistant to

Gibson’s agent Ed Limato, recalls, “It became a nasty, nasty conflict, and I could see personally

that he was being attacked and attacked and attacked.” But the picture’s huge box office

undoubtedly confirmed his conviction that he was right to ignore his critics.

Gibson’s upbringing may also go some distance toward accounting for his sometimes flip

dismissal of those different from himself—gays, Jews, women. He didn’t write or direct his

Vietnam War film We Were Soldiers (2002)—his pal Braveheart writer (and Secretariat

director) Randall Wallace did—but he might as well have, because it’s full of Gibson-isms. Recall

that Hutton has said that he uprooted his family from their native country to spare his sons from



serving in the U.S. Army, which seems like peculiar behavior for someone as conservative as he

is, but for Gibson father and son, family is the supreme secular value, trumping the claims of

patriotism, and certainly anti-Communism, from which We Were Soldiers is conspicuously free.

In fact, the U.S. government has no credibility at all in the film. While we hear Lyndon Johnson

intoning Cold War homilies on the soundtrack, Gibson’s character, a lieutenant colonel, complains

that he and his troops are being stabbed in the back by craven politicians who are sending them

into battle under-manned. But if the soldiers aren’t fighting for Uncle Sam, or against the

Commies, whom or what are they fighting for? It all comes into focus when Gibson’s officer tells

his men that they are family. At the end, the narrator sums up the attitude expressed by the

film: “They went to war because their country ordered them to, but in the end they fought not

for their country or their flag. They fought for each other.” Indeed, the movie’s tedious first

third, focusing on Gibson’s character’s family life in America before he ships off to Vietnam, may

feel like preamble but is actually the heart of the film.

We Were Soldiers is Braveheart all over again: a battle between a clan and its enemies. Gibson

sees the world in terms of Us versus Them, and Them seems to include everyone who is not-Us.

This is something he understands very well. He was, after all, a boy raised with five brothers by

an embattled father who was convinced he’d been betrayed by his church and his country,

whether by Vatican II or a U.S. government ready and willing to draft his sons. One can easily

imagine that to the Gibson bunch, strangers in a strange land halfway across the world, it

seemed as if they had no one to depend on but themselves. In We Were Soldiers, Gibson’s

lieutenant colonel looks after his men with the fierce protectiveness of a father. “I am a

protective dad,” Gibson has said. “I [once] brought my 21-month-old to the pharmacy with me

in Australia. I took my eyes off her for a second and suddenly, I see my baby 25 yards away,

outside, at the edge of a curb near the very busy street Two seconds later, there’s an old man in

the store with broken ribs and a lady with footprints on her face So, yeah, you’ll do anything for

your kids. You would even kill someone.”

Film sets, like the army, are famously like instant families—groups of strangers thrown into close

proximity with one another, struggling under adverse circumstances toward a common goal—

which may also explain Gibson’s comfort level in such situations and the warmth he evokes from

his metaphorical brothers and sisters on these productions, exempted as they are from the

disdain he expresses for other clans, foreign to and different from his own.

“To Me, He’s a Dumb Goy”

Can Gibson survive his recent scandals? Does it matter? “What do I care what Mel Gibson thinks

about the Jews?” wonders former agent Sue Mengers, who was born in Hamburg sometime in

the 1930s, fled the Nazis with her family, but still shrugs off the entire Gibson controversy. “To

me, he’s a dumb goy. Everybody’s anti-Semitic. I care what Barack thinks about the Jews!”

Nobody would ever mistake Gibson for a great director. What he does have is an instinct for

commercial fare, a fluency with the idiom of Hollywood movies. But his films are limited by his



commercial fare, a fluency with the idiom of Hollywood movies. But his films are limited by his

inability to reach for anything other than the closest and bluntest of instruments, when the touch

of a feather would do. Look again at The Passion of the Christ: Jesus prays, Judas betrays, Mary

weeps, Jews inveigh, soldiers snigger, sneer, and crucify. He so overuses slow motion to put

exclamation points around shots he apparently thinks wouldn’t otherwise work dramatically that

you’d think he invented it. (In one scene, a Jewish high priest flings a purse of gold at Judas that

takes so long to reach him you could leave the theater for a pastrami sandwich and it would still

be in flight when you returned.) If Gibson never stars in or directs another movie, it will be a far

greater loss to the bottom line of the studios than it will be to the art of the cinema.

Still, there he is, twisting in the wind, without the loyal Ed Limato to protect him. (He currently

has no agent.) My admittedly small and impressionistic sampling of Hollywood opinion, however,

indicates that he will probably survive his indiscretions. To some degree Gibson’s fate hangs on

the findings of the district attorney’s office regarding his alleged assault on Grigorieva, and the

outcome of whatever subsequent legal proceedings there may be, if any. Says producer Lynda

Obst, “I think he can come back, but time has to pass, and he has to perform one of these rituals

of expiation that are de rigueur in America to cleanse the public palate. He has to do time like

Martha Stewart and Mike Tyson, or go into A.A. and emerge a new person, or go on Oprah.”

That seems unlikely. As Foster puts it, “One of the things I respect about Mel is that he doesn’t

sell himself out. He doesn’t go on Oprah every five minutes to talk about his life. He doesn’t

continually apologize, or exploit his rehab. So there’s going to be a lot about him that you don’t

know.”

Reactions to the Grigorieva brawl tend to break down along gender lines, with men adopting a

more indulgent view—She’s a gold digger … She played him … There but for the grace of God

go I—while women are less eager to forgive and forget. That was certainly true on the set of The

Hangover Part II. Reports that it was mainly Zach Galifianakis who vetoed Gibson appear to be

correct, although, according to one source, “it was the gay or female crew members who were

mostly offended by his participation in the project. The rank and file, the painters, the electric

guys, which is a male-dominated group, felt like the movie was hurt, particularly when he was

replaced by Liam Neeson, who’s not really funny. A lot of them went, ‘I have to work with people

I don’t particularly like all the time. Zach, be a pro.’ ” Some of them also espoused an “I don’t like

blacklisting” philosophy, which, in the words of the same source, goes like this: “Mel has some

problems, but he deserves a second chance.” The source adds, “And if not for second chances, a

lot of these guys probably wouldn’t be working.”

• The furor over The Passion of the Christ (Christopher Hitchens, March 2004)

• Gibson’s arrest-night tirade and charges of anti-Semitism (Michael Wolff, November 2006)

• Gibson lights up Lethal Weapon 2 (Stephen Schiff, July 1989)
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• Gibson as superstar, pulling in $20 million a movie (Cathy Horyn, August 1997)

True, the difference between Mars and Venus is muddied by distaste for Gibson’s other

professed views, which crosses gender lines, but my guess is that the box office will trump all. A

lot rests on The Beaver and How I Spent My Summer Vacation. The former film, which

features Gibson talking through a hand puppet that enables him to voice feelings he’s incapable

of expressing directly, has been the object of much raillery. It hits every note in the Gibson

songbook, and then some—most prominently, a suicidal dad redeemed by his son. (Foster says

she took the script to Gibson because she thought it would speak to him personally.) But the film

is so uncompromising, and directed with such delicacy, that it cuts through the sticky sentiment

that is Gibson’s stock and trade. Foster manages to find in his preoccupations an authenticity

that he has never been able to convincingly dramatize himself; she’s his beaver, so to speak. The

film is too offbeat to be a hit, but it is likely to be well received by critics and audiences. If How I

Spent My Summer Vacation does well, whenever it sees the light of a projector, it will show that

audiences still love Gibson, or at least do not despise him. And as grosses go, so goes Hollywood.

After all, it’s not Chinatown, is it?
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